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Introduction
Let G be a linear semisimple algebraic group over the' field C of complex numbers and assume that G is connected and simply-connected. Let Β be a Borel subgroup of G and X = G/B the fundamental projective space of G.
The study of the topology of X occurs, explicitly or otherwise, in a large number of different situations. Among these are the representation theory of semisimple complex and real groups, integral geometry and a number of problems in algebraic topology and algebraic geometry, in which analogous spaces figure as important and useful examples. The study of the homological properties of G/P can be carried out by two well-known methods. The first of these methods is due to A. Borel [ 1 ] and involves the identification of the cohomology ring of X with the quotient ring of the ring of polynomials on the Lie algebra i) of the Cartan subgroup Η c G by the ideal generated by the ^-invariant polynomials (where W is the Weyl group of G). An account of the second method, which goes back to the classical work of Schubert, is in Borel's note [2] (see also [3] ); it is based on the calculation of the homology with the aid of the partition of X into cells (the so-called Schubert cells). Sometimes one of these approaches turns out to be more convenient and sometimes the other, so naturally we try to establish a connection between them. Namely, we must know how to compute the correspondence between the polynomials figuring in Borel's model of the cohomology and the Schubert cells. Furthermore, it is an interesting problem to find in the quotient ring of the polynomial ring a symmetrical basis dual to the Schubert cells. These problems are solved in this article. The techniques developed for this purpose are applied to two other problems. The first of these is the calculation of the action of the Weyl group on the homology of Λ' in a basis of Schuberts cells, which turns out to be very useful in the study of the representations of the Chevalley groups.
We also study the action of W on X. This action is not algebraic (it depends on the choice of a compact subgroup of G). The corresponding action of W on the homology of X can, however, be specified in algebraic terms. For this purpose we use the trajectories of G in X X X, and we construct explicitly the correspondences on X (that is, cycles in X X X) that specify the action of W on Η^ (X, Z). The study of such correspondences forms the basis of many problems in integral geometry.
At the end of the article, we generalize our results, to the case when Β is replaced by an arbitrary parabolic subgroup Ρ C G. When G = GL(n) and G/P is the Grassmann variety, analogous results are to be found in [4] .
B. Kostant has previously found other formulae for a basis of H*(X, Ζ), Χ = G/B, dual to the Schubert cells. We would like to express our deep appreciation to him for drawing our attention to this series of problems and for making his own results known to us.
The main results of this article have already been announced in [13] . We give a brief account of the structure of this article. At the beginning of § 1 we introduce our notation and state the known results on the homology of X = G/B that are used repeatedly in the paper. The rest of § 1 is devoted to a statement of our main results.
In § 2 we introduce an ordering on the Weyl group W of G that arises naturally in connection with the geometry of X, and we investigate its properties.
§ 3 is concerned with the ring R of polynomials on the Lie algebra § of the Cartan subgroup He G. In this section we introduce the functionals D w on R and the elements P w in R and discuss their properties.
In §4 we prove that the elements D w introduced in §3 correspond to the Schubert cells of X. § 5 contains generalizations and applications of the results obtained, in particular, to the case of manifolds X{P) = G/P, where Ρ is an arbitrary parabolic subgroup of G. We also study in § 5 the correspondences on X and in particular, we describe explicitly those correspondences that specify the action of the Weyl group W on the cohomology of X. Finally, in this section some of our results are put in the form in which they were earlier obtained by B. Kostant, and we also interpret some of them in terms of differential forms on X. §1. Notation, preliminaries, and statement of the main results
We introduce the notation that is used throughout the article. G is a complex semisimple Lie group, which is assumed to be connected and simply-connected;
Β is a fixed Borel subgroup of G; X = G/B is a fundamental projective space of G; Ν is the unipotent radical of B\ Η is a fixed maximal torus of G, Η c B; @ is the Lie algebra of G; £) and 9i are the subalgebras of @ corresponding to Η and N; f>* is the space dual to E); AC £)* is the root system of t) in @ ; Δ+ is the set of positive roots, that is, the set of roots of i) in 9i, Δ_ = -Δ+, Σ C Δ + is the system of simple roots;
W is the Weyl group of G; if γ ξ Δ, then σ ν : ί)*->-ή* is an element of W, a reflection in the hyperplane orthogonal to y. For each element 1 w ζ. W = Norm(H)/H, the same letter is used to denote a representative of w in Norm (H) c G.
l(w) is the length of an element w e W relative to the set of generators {σ α , α ζ Σ} of W, that is, the least number of factors in the decomposition (1) w = %a a2 ... σ α; , a t ζ Σ.
The decomposition (1), with / = /(w), is called reduced; s € W is the unique element of maximal length, r -l{s); N_ -sNs' 1 is the subgroup of G "opposite" to N. For any w G W we put N w = w Λ^νν" 1 η TV. HOMOLOGY AND COHOMOLOGY OF THE SPACE X. We give at this point two descriptions of the homological structure of X. The first of these (Proposition 1.2) makes use of the decomposition of X into cells, while the second (Proposition 1.3) involves the realization of two-dimensional cohomology classes as the Chern classes of one-dimensional bundles.
We recall (see [5] ) that N w = w N_w~* η Ν is a unipotent subgroup of Norm Η is the normalizer of Η in G.
G of (complex) dimension l(w). We now turn to the other approach to the description of the cohomol ogy of X. For this purpose we introduce in Ij the root system {H v , y ς Δ} dual to Δ. (This means that o y \ = χ -χ (H y )y for all χ€ί)*>τ€Δ). We denote by tjQ c= i) the vector space over Q spanned by the H y . We also set ί)ζ = {χ € ί) * Ι χ (# γ ) 6 Ζ for all γ € Δ} and i)Q -ί)2 β Z Q.
Let /? = S I(£)Q) be the algebra of polynomial functions on i)Q with rational coefficients. We extend the natural action of H' on ή* to Λ. We denote by / the subring of W-invariant elements in R and set / + ={/e/|/(0) = 0}, J = I + R.
We construct a homomorphism a: /?-»• H*{X, Q) in the following way. First let χ 6 ^ζ· Since G is simply-connected, there is a character θ 6 Mor (H, C*) such that θ (exp h) = exp χ(Λ), h G t). We extend θ to a character of 5 by setting θ (η) = 1 for η ζ Ν. Since G-»-X is a principal fibre space with structure group B, this θ defines a onedimensional vector bundle Ε χ on X. We set α! (χ) = c x , where c x € IP(X, Z) is the first Chern class of is x . Then a t is a homomorphism of t| z into IP(X, Z), which extends naturally to a homomorphism of rings a: R -* H*(X, Q).
Note that W acts on the homology and cohomology of X. Namely, let Κ c G be a maximal compact subgroup such that Τ = Κ η // is a maximal torus in AT. Then the natural mapping K/T^-X is a homeomorphism (see [ 1 ] ). Now W acts on the homology and cohomology of X in the same way as on KIT.
PROPOSITION ([1], [8]). (i)
The homomorphism a commutes with the action of W on R and H* (X, Q).
(ii) Ker a = J, and the natural mapping a: R/J -* H* {X, Q) is an isomorphism.
In the remainder of this section we state the main results of this article. The integration formula. We have given two methods of describing the The next theorem describes the basis of H*{X, Q) dual to the basis {s w | w 6 W) of H*(X, Z). We identify the ring R = R/J with H*(X, Q) by means of the isomorphism α of Proposition 1.3. Let {P w | w ζ W} be the basis of R dual to the basis {s w \ w 6 W) of H*(X, Z). To specify P w , we note that the operators A w : R -*• R preserve the ideal J c R (lemma 3.3 (v)), and so the operators A w : R -> R are well-defined. In § 5 we consider some applications of the results obtained. To avoid overburdening the presentation, we do not make precise statements at this point. We merely mention that Theorem 5.5 appears important to us, in which a number of results is generalized to the case of the varieties X(P) = G/P (P being an arbitrary parabolic subgroup of G), and also Theorem 5.7, in which we investigate certain correspondences on X. §2. The ordering on the Weyl group and the mutual disposition of the Schubert cells (
ii) We put w < w-if there is a chain
It is helpful to picture W in the form of a directed graph with edges drawn in accordance with Definition 2.1 (i).
Here are some properties of this ordering. This lemma is proved in [6] . I. We prove that w < w' implies that w π w'. We proceed by induction on /(«/). If /(«/) = 0, then w' = e, w = e and so ID Η w'. Let /(«/) > 0 and let α 6 Σ be a root such that l(a a w') = l(w') -1. Then by Lemma 2.5 a), either a a w < a a w or w < a a w .
(i) w < σ α ΐί/ =* w -\ o a w (by the inductive hypothesis), => u; Η Η/. (using a)).
( II. We now show that w -\ w' implies that w < w . We proceed by backward induction on /(u;). If /(u;) = r -l(s), then w = s, w' = s, and so w < IU'. Let /(ii>) < r and let a. be an element of Σ such that
(i) σ α ιυ -\ w =>• σ α ΐϋ < u/ (by the inductive hypothesis) => u; < w;'.
(ii) σ α ιιι Η σ α ΐί;' =* σ α ΐί; < a a w' =* w < w' (by Corollary 2.6). Proposition 2.7 is now proved. b) follows at once from c) if we take into account the fact that the decomposition (6) is reduced. We now prove a) by induction on /. We treat two cases separately.
(i) ί'ι > 1. Then by the inductive hypothesis w' < a a% . . . σ αι , that is, w < a a w < w.
(ii) /i = 1. Then, by the inductive hypothesis, Furthermore, / and /", are two non-zero vectors of weight wX in V, and since the multiplicity of wX in V is equal to 1, these vectors are proportional. The lemma is now proved.
To prove Theorem 2.9 we introduce a partial ordering on W by putting w' ~\ w if f w < G U{W)f w -Since all the weights if λ are distinct, the relation -\ is indeed an ordering; we show that it satisfies conditions a) and b) of Proposition 2.7. a) Let α ζ Σ and l(a a w) = l(w) + 1. We use Theorem 2.9 to describe the mutual disposition of the Schubert cells.
2.Π. THEOREM (Steinberg [7J_). Let w 6 W, X w C Χ α Schubert cell, and X w its closure. Then X w -C X w if and only if w' < w.
To prove this theorem, we give a geometric description of the variety Let V be a finite-dimensional representation of G with regular dominant weight λ (that is, all the weights w\ distinct). As above, we choose for each w e W a non-zero vector /", 6 Κ of weight w\. We consider the space P{V) of lines in V; if / € V, f Φ 0, then we denote by [f] 6 P(V) a line passing through /. Since λ is regular, the stabilizer of the point
In what follows, we regard AT as a subvariety of i*(K).
For each w 6 PV we denote by <£", the linear function on V given by <t>w(fw) ~ 1> Φι«(/) = 0 if / £ Ρ is a vector of weight distinct from w\. On the other hand, it is clear that for each / € V there is at most one w 6 W such that f ζ U (M) f w and <t> w {f) Φ 0. The Lemma now follows from the fact thatX = [} X w .
We now prove JTheoreifT2.11 a) Let X w · C X w . Then [/"-] 6 *",, and by Lemma 2.12, /". ζ ^(91)/ ω . So u;' < w, by Theorem 2.9. b) To prove the converse it is sufficient to consider the case w' -^ w. Let η = w\(H y ) 6.Z. Just as in the proof of Theorem 2.9, a) we can show that η > 0, £?/", = c/ w ' and Ef* f w = 0. Therefore Um r" exp (i£ 7 ) /" =%fw', that is, [/",-] 6 X w . Hence, §3. Discussion of the ring of polynomials on ή
In this section we study the rings R and R. For each w £ W we define an element ^ έ Λ and a functional !)", on R and investigate their properties. In the next section we shall show that the D w correspond to Schubert cells, and that the P w yield a basis, dual to the Schubert cell basis, for the cohomology of X. We want to move the term w^wf* to the left. To do this we note that for / < ι Therefore, By (7), applied to the sequence or roots (a 1; . . ., a,·, . . ., a,), we have 
We put S t = R t * (where R t C R is the space of homogeneous polynomials of degree /) and S =©5,. We denote by ( , ) the natural pairing S X R -+ Q. Then W acts naturally on S.
DEFINITION, (i) For any χ ζ f)Q we let χ* denote the transformation of S adjoint to the operator of multiplication by χ in R.
(
ii) We denote by F y : S -*• S the linear transformation adjoint to A y : R -* R.
The next lemma gives an explicit description of the F y .
LEMMA. Let y ζ Δ. For any D 6 S there is a D ζ S such that j* (D) = D. If D is any such operator, then D -o y D = F y (D), (in particular, the left-hand side of this equation does not depend on the choice of D).
PROOF. The existence of D follows from the fact that multiplication by γ is a monomorphism of R. Furthermore, for any / 6 R we have
REMARK. It is often convenient to interpret S as a ring of differential operators on ή with constant rational coefficients. Then the pairing ( , ) is given by the formula Let SB be the subspace of 5 1 orthogonal to the ideal 7 c R. It follows from Lemma 3.3 (vi) that ©$ is invariant with respect to all the F y . It is also clear that 1 ς <ffl. Thus, D w ζ $β f or a n w ς Η. To find an explicit form for the P w it therefore suffices to compute the P s 6Λ.
3.15 THEOREM.
PROOF. We divide the proof into a number of steps. We fix an element h 6 i) such that all the wh, w ζ W, are distinct.
1. We first prove that there is a polynomial δ G Λ of degree r such that (10) Q{sh) = 1, <?(ΜΛ) = 0 for w Φ s.
For each if e f V we choose in R a homogeneous polynomial P w of degree l(w) whose image in R = R/J is P w . Since {Pw} is a basis of R, any polynomial /e/? can be written in the form / = Σ Pwfw. where .£,€ / (this is easily proved by induction on the degree of f). Now let Q' 6 R be an arbitrary polynomial satisfying (10) and let Q' ~ 2 Pwgw, iw£l. It is clear that <2 = Σ gu) (A) i-' u, meets our requirements. We now assume the lemma proved for Q t , i > 0. In the first place, it is clear that β,·_, = Λ α .<2,-is a polynomial of degree ι -1. 4. We put Alt (β) = 2 (-1 ) i(l " ) "'δ-By Theorem 3.14 (iii), Alt(P s ) = 2(-I)*"» wP s = \W\ P s . Therefore Alt(<2) = c s \W\ P s + terms of smaller degree. Since Alt(£2) is a homogeneous polynomial of degree r, we have (12) Alt (Q) = c s \W\P s .
By comparing (11) and (12) we find that
V£A+
The theorem is now proved. Then we have (see [9] )
Comparing the terms of degree r we see that To deal with the general case we find the following simple lemma useful, which is an easy consequence of the definition of the A y .
3.18 LEMMA. Let y ζ Δ, /, g € R. Then A y (A y f-g) = A y f-A y g. Thus, let w 2 € W, l(w 2 ) -I < r, and choose α 6 Σ so that w 2 -»• a a w 2 . We consider two cases separately.
A) Wi 9* a a Wi. We observe that the following equation holds for any w € W (13) l(ws) = r -l(w).
Since in our case l{a a w 2 ) = / + 1 and l(a a Wi) = r -I + 1, we see that o a WiS Φ a a w 2 , and so WiS Φ w 2 . On the other hand, P Wi = A a P Oa w 2 and P WI = ^aPa a w i by Theorem 3.14 (i). Therefore, an application of Lemma 3.18 shows that Since /(σαΐι^) + /(u; 2 ) = r -/ + 1 + / > /·, we have P OaWl P W2 = 0. Hence P Wi P W2 = 0 as well. B) o a w l ^ Wi. In this case, Ρ σαωι = ^P^j and P W2 = ^αΡ σαΙ1)1 , by Theorem 3.14 (i). Again applying Lemma 3.18, we have
Since the i 5^ form a basis of Λ, any element / of degree r in R has the form / = \P S , λ 6 C. Furthermore, ΑΛ = iO ff « ^ 0· But deg P WI P W2 -deg P OaWr P OaU>2 -r. Therefore (14) is equivalent to
pplying the inductive hypothesis to the pair {aaWi, a a w 2 ), we obtain part (ii) of the theorem.
(iii) is an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.14 (ii). Proposition 2 follows at once from Theorem 3.
(iii) by induction on l(w).
We turn now to the proof of Proposition 1. We recall (see [10] ) that for any topological space Υ there is a bilinear mapping
(the cap-product). It satisfies the condition: We restrict the fibering Ε χ to X w c X and let c x 6 H 2 (X w , Q) be the first Chern class of E x . By (17) and the definition of the homomorphism cti:£)i->// 2 (^, Q), it is sufficient to prove that
To prove (19), we use the following simple lemma, which can be verified by standard arguments involving relative Poincar6 duality. To verify these facts we use the geometrical description of Schubert cells given in 2.9. We consider a finite-dimensional representation of G on a space V with regular dominant weight λ, and we realize X as a subvariety of P(V). To prove (ii), we consider the mapping w'-ioliNv,-X (P x \ oo)-vZ.
The space P 1 \°° is naturally isomorphic to the one-parameter subgroup NL C SL 2 
(C).
The mapping ξ: Λ^-Χ NL -*• X is given by the rule
Thus,
We now observe that w'~lN w 'w' C N_ (by definition of ^0, and This completes the proof of Proposition 4.3. PROOF OF PROPOSITION 4.4. Any element of t)S has the form χ = λ -λ', where λ, λ' are regular dominant weights. In this case, E % = E % (g> Ej}, and it is therefore sufficient to find a section μ with the required properties in the case χ = λ.
We consider the space P{V), where V is a representation of G with dominant weight λ. Let r? v be the linear fibering on P(V) consisting of pairs (Ρ, φ), where φ is a linear functional on the line Ρ C V. Then E\ = i*(vv), where /: X -+ P(V) is the embedding described in §2.
The linear functional φ ω on V (see the proof of Theorem 2.11) yields a section of the bundle η. We shall prove that the restriction of μ to this section on X w is a section of the fibering Ε λ having the requisite properties.
By Lemma 2.12, μ(χ) Φ 0 for all χ 6 X w . The support of the divisor div μ is therefore contained in X W \X W -U X w ·.
Since X^,· is an irreducible variety, we see that div μ = ZJ a y X w ·, where a y 6 Ζ, a y > 0. It remains to show that a y = w'\{H y ).
In view of Lemma 4.5 (i) and (ii), the coefficient a y is equal to the multiplicity of zero of the section δ*(μ) of the fibering δ*(Εχ) on P 1 at the point o, that is, the multiplicity of zero of the function = 0u/((exp tE_ y )f w ·) for t = 0. It follows from Lemma 2.10 that = ct", hence a y = η = w\{H y ). This completes the proof of Proposition 4.4 and with it of Theorem 4.1. §5. Generalizations and supplements 1. Degenerate flag varieties. We extend the results of the previous sections to spaces X(P) = G/P, where Ρ is an arbitrary parabolic subgroup of G. For this purpose we recall some facts about the structure of parabolic subgroups Ρ c G (see [7] ).
Let Θ be some subset of Σ, and Δ Θ the subset of Δ+ consisting of linear combinations of elements of Θ. Let G© be the subgroup of G generated by Η together with the subgroups N y = {exp tE y \ t 6 C} for y £ Δ© υ -Δ Θ , and let ./ν© be the subgroup of TV generated by the N y for γ f Δ + \Δ Θ . Then G© is a reductive group normalizing Ν Θ , and P@ = GQNQ is a parabolic subgroup of G containing B.
It is well known (see [7] , for example) that every parabolic subgroup Ρ c G is conjugate in G to one of the subgroups P & . We assume in what follows that Ρ = P & , where Θ is a fixed subset of Σ. Let W & be the Weyl group of G©. It is the subgroup of W generated by the reflections a a , a e Θ.
We describe the decomposition of X(P) into orbits under the action of B.
PROPOSITION, (i) X{P) = JJ W Bwo, where ο 6 X(F) is the image of Ρ in G/P.
( (
iv) If w e W@, then the mapping N w -»• X(P) (n -» nwo) is an isomorphism of N w with the subvariety Bwo c X(P).
PROOF, (i)-(ii) follow easily from the Bruhat decomposition for G and G©. The proof of (iii) can be found in [7] , for example, and (iv) follows at once from (iii) and Proposition 1. It is well known (see [6] . Ch. IV, §2. In § 1 we have defined an action of W on H^iX, Z). This definition depended on the choice of a compact subgroup K. Using Theorem 5.7 we can find explicitly the correspondences giving this action.
In fact, it follows from Lemma 3.3 (iii) that a a = a*F a -1 for any α e Σ. The transformation F a is given by the correspondence Z Oa . The operator a* can also be given by a correspondence: if U a = SCjf/j is a divisor in X giving the cycle ef(a) 6 H 2r^2 {X, Z) (for example, U a = Σ α(Η β )Χ σβ ), then the cycle U a = Σ^£/ { , where Uι = {(χ, χ) | χ ζ U t } cz Χ Χ Χ, determines the correspondence that gives the operator a*. The operator a a in H^(X, Z) is therefore given by the correspondence Lf ait .Z Oa -1 (where * denotes the product of correspondences, as in [11] ). Using the geometrical realization of the product of correspondences (see [11] ), we can explicitly determine the correspondence S a that gives the transformation 1 + a a in Η*(Χ, Ζ), namely, S a = Σο,-ϋ; where ty = {{x, y) 6 Χ χ Χ \ χ 6 U it ~x-r y ζ Ρ {α} } • In this expression, 3c, y 6 G are arbitrary representatives of x, y, and P{ a y is the parabolic subgroup corresponding to the root a.
3. B. Kostant has described the P w in another way. We state his result.
Let h £ i)q be an element such that a(h) > 0 for all a £ Σ. Let J h = {/ £ R I f(wh) = 0 for all we W} be an ideal of /?. The proof is analogous to that of Theorem 3.15. 4. We choose a maximal compact subgroup KcG such that Κ π Β c Η (see § 1). The cohomology of X can be described by means of the ΛΓ-invariant closed differential forms on X. For let χ G Ijz, and let E x be the corresponding one-dimensional complex G-fibering on X. Let ω χ be the 2-form on X which is the curvature form of connectedness associated with the ΛΤ-invariant metric on E x (see [12J) . Then the class of the form 
